
Why Are Gains and 
Losses on Asset Sales 
Considered Non-Cash 

Charges?
Hint: It’s all about the time period!



This Lesson: Yet Another Reader Question…

“Why are Gains and Losses on Asset sales 
considered non-cash charges?

In other words, why do you add them 
back or subtract them in the Cash Flow 
from Operations section of the Cash Flow 
Statement, along with Depreciation and 
Amortization?”



This Lesson: Our Plan

• Part 1: What Gains and Losses Are

• Part 2: Why They’re Non-Cash Adjustments – Timing Differences

• Part 3: Why They’re Non-Cash Adjustments – “Reclassification”



What Gains and Losses Are



What Gains and Losses Are

• Simple Example: Let’s say you buy a Long-Term Asset for $100         
(could be a machine, equipment, building, etc.)

• Now: You hold it for two years, and its market value decreases to     
$80, but its book value stays the same at $100 (no Depreciation)

• Cut Your Losses: You sell the Asset for $80 at the end of two years

• Or Earn a Profit: If the Asset’s value had increased to $120 instead

• Question: Why do you consider that $20 Loss a non-cash 
adjustment that you add back on the Cash Flow Statement?



Why is the $20 Loss Non-Cash? (Method #1)

• Most Common Question: “But we received that entire $80 in cash! 
How can we say there’s a $20 non-cash add-back?”

• Answer: Timing! Because you recorded a Loss of $20 on the          
Income Statement in THIS PERIOD…



Why is the $20 Loss Non-Cash? (Method #1)

• But you haven’t actually lost $20 in THIS PERIOD since you       
purchased the Asset in a prior year!

• Remember: This year’s Income Statement is tracking ONLY what 
happens in this year – doesn’t matter what happened in the past!



Why is the $20 Loss Non-Cash? (Method #1)

• So: From the perspective of THIS YEAR we are in, this isn’t a real       
cash loss – as you said, we did get that $80 entirely in cash

Nope! We 
actually did get 
this $20 in cash… 

…not a real cash 
loss in the period 
shown (i.e., 
sometime after
we made the 
initial purchase).



Why is the $20 Loss Non-Cash? (Method #1)

• Losses: Always add them back in                                                                 
Cash Flow from Operations

• And Then: Reflect the book value                                                                  
of the Asset when it was sold, net                                                                  
of the Loss, in Cash Flow from Investing

You’re showing 
the Asset’s book 
value of $100, net 
of the $20 Loss 
here… $100 minus 
$20 = $80.



Why is the $20 Loss Non-Cash? (Method #1)

• Gains: Similar logic – did not earn an additional $20 in THIS PERIOD
(Sale price of $120 vs. initial price of $100)…

• Gains: Always subtract them out in                                                          
Cash Flow from Operations

• And Then: Reflect the book value of                                                           
the Asset, net of the Gain, in Cash Flow                                                  
from Investing

You’re showing the Asset’s 
book value of $100, net of 
the $20 Gain here… $100 
plus $20 = $120.



Why is the $20 Loss Non-Cash? (Method #2)

• Another way to think about this is that you’re re-classifying the       
Gain or Loss out of Operating Activities into Investing Activities

• Question: When a company sells a Long-Term Asset, is that really        
an Operational Activity? No, of course not!

• After All: When it buys a Long-Term Asset, that counts as an      
Investing Activity (Capital Expenditures, or CapEx)

• Cash Flow from Operations: This section of the CFS, beyond             
non-cash charges, is also used to “re-classify” items into other    
sections (e.g., Excess Tax Benefits from Stock-Based Compensation)



“Re-classifications” on the CFS



Why is the $20 Loss Non-Cash? (Method #2)

• Loss of $20: If you record it on the Income Statement, it’s part of
Net Income and therefore Cash Flow from Operations…

• But: If you add it back in CFO and put it under CFI instead, you’ve         
re-classified it to a different company activity:

Nope! This is 
actually an Investing 
Activity. We’re     
“re-classifying” it.



Recap and Summary

• Part 1: What Gains and Losses Are

• Part 2: Why They’re Non-Cash Adjustments – Timing Differences

• Part 3: Why They’re Non-Cash Adjustments – “Reclassification”


